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This paper investigates the factors which influence top management turnover in the
Chinese real estate industry. The three main announced reasons for top management
turnover are occupation mobility、expiration of the term and quit. In the empirical
analysis, I find that three statistically significant reasons for turnover are firm size、
turnover of first shareholder and proportion of independent director. Furthermore, I
study how firm performance affect top management turnover. This paper uses two
different firm performance indexes. One is financial index-ROA (Return on asset).
The other is stock index-EPS (Earnings per share). Significant negative relations are
found between total chairman turnover and earnings per share and lagged earnings per
share.
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

This paper studies the impact factors of top management turnover in the Chinese real
estate industry. The chinese real estate industry currently expands rapidly. Cai et
al.(2009) suggests that about 70-80 million square metre new residential and office
buildings will be built annually in the next ten years. It has an important contribution
to keep China’s GDP growth above 8%. That is why this industry is of particular
interest. In thesis study I will study what the main reasons of top management
turnover are. Is firm performance an important aspect to determine the change of top
management? Do firm size capital structure and other factor impact top management
turnover? These questions are answered in this paper.

Top management is defined as the chairman and president for listed companies, and
we examine their impact factors separately. According to Warner (1988) and
Weisbach (1988), poor stock price performance will increase the possibility of top
management turnover in USA. Kaplan (1994) finds turnover-performance relations to
be stronger for the group of top executives in Japan and German. Gong (2001), Zhao
Shan (2001), and Zhu (2002) study cases in China, and find that top management
turnover have a negative relationship with financial performance. This paper uses
both firm performance indexes: financial index of performance and stock index of
performance, and study if they have different effects on top management turnover.

Another topic is the main reasons of top management turnover. The main announced
reasons given by CSMAR1 of management turnover are occupation mobility 、

expiration of the term and quit. Weisbach (1988) outlines board structure to top
management turnover. It is indicated that takeover market plays an important role in
controlling top managers. Agrawal and Knoeber (1996) find relations between firm
performance and four mechanisms, which are insider shareholders, outside directors,
debt and corporate control activity.

Consistent with previous research, this paper control for time, firm size, turnover of
first shareholder, shareholding proportion of first shareholder, capital structure, one
person for chairman and president and proportion of independent director.
Supervisory board scale is used as a measure of internal corporate governance
mechanism and adds as a control variable in this paper. 93 real estate firms are
collected from listed firms in Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock
Exchange. Financial data from 1999 to 2010 are used

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the theoretical framework
used in this paper, and review previous literature. It concludes results about top
management turnover from literature both from China and outside China. Section 3

1 CSMAR: China Stock Market Accounting Research.
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describes the data and sample used in this paper. Top management turnover is defined,
and two indexes are chosen to measure performance. Descriptive statistics are
presented and all control variables are described. In section 4, the paper reports the
announced reasons of top management turnover of listed company. Using these
reasons, this paper divides top management turnover into force departures and
voluntary departures. Section 5 includes the regression analysis and reports results.
Section 6 concludes the paper and suggests further studies.
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2222 TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical frameworkframeworkframeworkframework andandandand LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature reviewreviewreviewreview

Researchers have been interested in top management turnover for several decades. It
became a special area since the 1960’. In the 1970s’, theory frameworks such as the
principal-agent theory were introduced, and it developed quickly in the 1980s’. The
main contents of these topics include: the relationship between top management
turnover and corporate performance, the reason of top management turnover, internal
monitoring mechanisms and external monitoring mechanisms in a firm. In this part, I
will go through the main theory framework, and relevant literature about these topics.

2.12.12.12.1 TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical frameworkframeworkframeworkframework
2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1 TheTheTheThe principal-agentprincipal-agentprincipal-agentprincipal-agent theorytheorytheorytheory
In corporate governance research, the principal-agent theory is a key concept.
Principal-agent relationships can be found in most employer/employee relationships.
Eisenhardt (1989) argues that agency theory provides a unique, realistic, and
empirically testable perspective on problems of cooperative effort.

The principal-agent problem is found in most modern companies since there is often
separation of ownership and control. Firstly, increasing of production scale leads to a
high degree of differentiation of company ownership. Most minority shareholders just
invest in the company, and don't participate of operating the company. Secondly, most
shareholders don't have the ability to operate a company. They should hire appropriate
people to take the position as company manager.

Managers do not always act as the shareholders wish. For Eisenhardt (1989), it is
because that the principal and agent have different goals and risk preferences. Jensen
and Mecking (1976) indicate the reasons of this problem. 1) Different interests.
Shareholders are owners of the company while managers are just controlling the
company. Maximize company assets do not necessarily maximize managers’ utility
since what the managers just get salary. As a result, managers do not have incentives
to increase company assets. 2) Risk asymmetries. Managers have limited
responsibility when the company operate inappropriate. Shareholders, especially
larger shareholders, face big risk to lose their property. This asymmetry increases as
the company scale increases. 3) Information asymmetries. Dawson el al. (2010)
conclude that professional agents use a highly specialized and abstract body of
knowledge to solve problems, and this type of expertise can prevent principals from
effectively supervising them.

To solve principal-agent problems, there are two possible solutions. First, to give
appropriate incentives, Jensen and Meckings (1976) research on how to structure the
contractual relation (including compensation incentives) between the principal and
agent can provide appropriate incentives for the agent to make choices, which will
maxi/mize the principal’s welfare. Second, to improve company governance and
monitor mechanisms, to give managers punishment, for example, change the top
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manager, when they act inappropriately. The second solution is the main topic in this
paper.

2.1.22.1.22.1.22.1.2 CorporateCorporateCorporateCorporate governancegovernancegovernancegovernance mechanismsmechanismsmechanismsmechanisms
What is corporate governance? Sir Adrian Cadbury, father of the core of UK
Combined Code on corporate governance, defines it as “the system by which business
corporation are directed and controlled.” (Cadbury Committee, 1992, introduction).
OECD developed this definition and defines it as below.2

“Corporate governance involves a set of relationships between a company’s management, its
board, its shareholders and other stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure
through which the objectives of the company are set, and the means of attaining those objectives
and monitoring performance are determined.”(p.13)

Corporate governance mechanisms include internal governance mechanisms and
external governance mechanisms. Internal governance mechanism is to composite
authority structure inside company that balance power among shareholders、board of
directors and managers. For Babatunde and Olaniran (2009), an independent board of
directors, the core internal governance mechanism, is the bridge between management
and owners, other stakeholders, and the outside world.

External corporate governance mechanism indicates the control external stockholders
exercise over the organization. Examples include competition, government
regulations, and managerial labour market. Previous literature approved that external
corporate governance mechanism are efficient for solving principal-agent problem. Is
internal corporate governance mechanism, especially monitoring of board of directors,
efficient? This paper research the Chinese real estate industry and intends to answer
this question.

2.22.22.22.2 LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature outsideoutsideoutsideoutside ChinaChinaChinaChina
2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 InterrelationInterrelationInterrelationInterrelation betweenbetweenbetweenbetween corporatecorporatecorporatecorporate performanceperformanceperformanceperformance andandandand toptoptoptop managementmanagementmanagementmanagement
From above, we know that principal-agent problem may be a big problem in firm
governance. It is hard to monitor agent behaviour. Firm performance, as a measure of
agent behaviour, is used to measure management efficiency. Firm performance is an
important determinant of top management turnover. When a firm has poor
performance, the possibility of management turnover increases.

This opinion is examined by some famous economist. Coughlan and Schmidt(1985)，
Warner (1988) and Weisbach (1988) investigate cases in USA. Coughlan and Schmidt
(1985) evaluate corporate internal control mechanisms. They give empirical evidence
for the hypothesis that corporate boards control top management behaviour by making
compensation and management termination decisions related to the firm’s stock price
performance. Warner (1988) uses a random sample of 269 firms listed on the New

2 OECD PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANC(2004)
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York and American Stock Exchanges (NYSE) between 1962 and 1978. He
investigates a firm’s stock price performance and subsequent changes in its top
management. Warner concludes that there is an inverse relation between the
probability of a management change and a firm’s share performance. Weisbach (1988)
concludes that there is a stronger association between prior performance and the
probability of a resignation for companies with outsider-dominated boards than for
companies with insider-dominated boards. Recently, Barber el al. (2009) study the
food service industry and indicate that a negative stock and accounting returns can be
a good predictor of turnover.

Kaplan (1994) investigates turnover-performance relationship in Germany, Japan, and
compare to United States. He concludes that turnover-performance relations appear to
be stronger for the group of top executives in Japan and German for just the CEO.
This is because CEO has a less important role in Japan and German than in USA.
Hughes.(1997) use data in the UK electrical engineering industry in the period
1989-1994. He concludes that the probability of executive dismissal was higher when
welfare measure was lower.

From above, we conclude that:
1. Most literatures found that there is negative relationship between firm

performance and top management turnover. That is to say, when company has bad
performance, the possibility of management turnover increases. Some studies
found that there is no relation. The relationship is more obvious in the U.S and
UK.

2. Turnover according to poor performance are more obvious for the group of top
management in Japan and German than just the CEO.

Another topic is the performance change after top management turnover. Denis (1995)
divides management turnover to forced resignations and normal retirement. Forced
resignations are followed by high rate of corporate control activity and large
improvements in performance. Normal retirements are followed by small increases in
operating income. Leker and Salomo (2000) use a data of 88 German corporations to
examine the hypothesis that the development of performance during the succession
period varies significantly according to the type of CEO turnover. In a word, the
change of performance after top management turnover do not have unite conclusion.
Some found there is an increase performance after turnover. Some found they do not
have significant relation.

Some papers investigate both relations: is bad performance increasing possibility of
management changes and is management changes increasing firm performance by
using suitable data. The causal relationship between firm performance and
management turnover are found in both directions. In this paper, to examine internal
corporate governance mechanism in Chinese real estate industry, only the first relation
is examined. According to theory and previous empirical literature, we can formulate

http://www.scopus.com/search/submit/author.url?author=Hughes+A.&origin=resultslist&authorId=9272460900
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the following hypothesis:

HypothesisHypothesisHypothesisHypothesis: In Chinese real estate industry, poor performance increases the
possibility of top management turnover.

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors influenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluence toptoptoptop managementmanagementmanagementmanagement turnoverturnoverturnoverturnover
Corporate performance affect top management turnover according to the function of
internal governance mechanism. Some previous papers research other internal
governance mechanism such as ownership structure, percent of outsider directors in
the board, leadership structure and so on.

Weisbach (1988) indicates there is a stronger association between prior performance
and the probability of a resignation for companies with outsider-dominated boards
than for companies with insider-dominated boards. Kang and Shivdasani (1995) find
the sensitivity of no routine turnover to earnings performance is higher for firms with
ties to a main bank than for firms without such ties. Outside succession in Japan is
more likely for firms with large shareholders and a main bank relationship. Denis
(1997) controlling for stock price and reports the probability of top executive turnover
is negatively related to the ownership stake of officers and directors and positively
related to the presence of an outside block holder. Goyal and Park (2002) indicate the
sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm performance is significantly lower when the CEO
and chairman duties are vested in the same individual.

External governance mechanism is another important factor which functions well in
U.S and UK. Martin and McConnell (1991) examines the hypothesis that an important
role of corporate takeover is to discipline the top managers of poorly performing
target firms, and indicate takeover market plays an important role in controlling the
non-value maximizing behaviour of top corporate managers. DeFond and Park (1999)
use a sample of American companies to examine if the frequency of CEO turnover is
positively related to the level of industry competition, and they found the positive
relation.

Agrawal and Knoeber (1996) examine the use of seven mechanisms to control agency
problems between managers and shareholders. These mechanisms are shareholdings
of insiders, institutions, large block holders, outside directors, debt policy, the
managerial labour market and the market for corporate control. They find relations
between firm performance and four mechanisms which are insider shareholders,
outside directors, debt and corporate control activity. Gilson (1989) finds 52% of
sampled firms experience turnover if they are either in default on their debt, bankrupt,
or privately restructuring their debt to avoid bankruptcy.

Brickley (2003) gives a new view of top management turnover. He thinks
performance can just explain little part of top management turnover. We should focus
on other influence factor such as age-related issues. Coughlan and Schmidt (1985)
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divide test sample into two components. One component consists of CEO’s who are at
least 64 years old and the other consists of individuals in younger cohorts. He finds
that poor stock price performance increases possibility of top management turnover
significantly in the younger group while it don't have this efficient in older group.

We can conclude that firm performance is a very important factor which influence top
management turnover. However, performance-turnover relation is affect by lots of
other factors such as industry, top management age, leadership structure and so on. To
find performance-turnover relation more precisely, we must control for these factors.

2.32.32.32.3 TopTopTopTopmanagementmanagementmanagementmanagement turnoverturnoverturnoverturnover inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina
In this section, I go through the empirical literature about top management turnover in
China, and find that this topic is not developed well in China. I find limited number of
public published papers. Gong (2001) chooses 150 non-finance companies which
were listed before 1993, and collect top management turnover data for 1995-2000.
She indicate top management non-routine turnover is negatively related to finance
index of performance (market-adjusted ROA (return on assets) and Gross income)
while it has no significant relation with stock index of performance (stock abnormal
return). The sensitivity of turnover-performance relation is not affected by capital
structure. The improvement of performance after top management turnover just
functions within a short period.

Zhao (2001) uses similar data and study influence factors of top management turnover.
He discusses firm performance, industry competition, ownership structure, acquisition,
part-time position of CEO and top management turnover respectively. He makes the
following conclusions. Firstly, firm performance has important effect on top
management turnover. Secondly, when an industry is more competitive and has lots of
acquisition activities, there are more top management turnover in this industry.
Thirdly, capital structure has a complex effect on management turnover. When control
shareholders are state shares, firm performance are negative related to share
proportion which lead to high top management turnover possibility. When control
shareholders are legal shares, they have incentives to monitor top management and
lead to high top management turnover possibility. Therefore, the relation between
capital structure and top management turnover are not obvious.

Zhu has some papers about the relationship between top management turnover and
firm performance. Zhu (2002a) concludes that top management turnover is more
possible when a firm has poor performance. Turnover of top management has a close
relation to turnover of shareholder. Firm performance does not have significant
improvement after top management and shareholder turnover. Zhu (2002b) uses a
sample of top management turnover 1996-1998 of Chinese listed companies. He
examines the efficiency of internal governance mechanism and gives some policy
advices, which are improving corporate shareholder structure, decreasing the stock
proportion of larger shareholder, and completing managerial market. Zhu (2004)
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studies the reason of top management turnover. He finds the announced reasons are to
take an appointment elsewhere and quit. After regression in his paper, top
management age, firm performance and change of shareholder are the main reasons.

Sun, Jiang and Ren (2001) research the relationship between governance structure and
firm performance. Firm performance is better when top management is part-time and
when top management have higher education. Jin and Liu (2003) find the possibility
of top management turnover is higher when percent of non-executive directors are
higher. Luo and Cai (2005) study the relationship between shares of insiders and the
governance efficiency. They find there are some problems in Chinese listed company
such as the number of shares of insider is low, limited insider have shares. These
problems let corporate governance inefficiently. Fung and Rui (2006) find that
chairman turnover is related to a firm’s profitability but not to its stock returns. Shen
and Lin (2009) find that firm profitability and state ownership are negatively related
to top management turnover only when firm profitability is below target (measured by
industry median). Xie and Zeng (2010) find a U-shaped relation exists between the
shareholding of a firm’s largest shareholder and the probability of top management
turnover.
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3333 DataDataDataData descriptiondescriptiondescriptiondescription

I use data from CSMAR3 China Listed Firm’s Corporate Governance Research
Database and China Stock Market Financial Statements Database, which are
developed by Guo TaiAn Information Technology Company. To analyse Chinese Real
Estate Industry, I limit myself to 109 Real Estate firms4, which are listed on Shanghai
Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange. In the process of collecting
governance data from 2001 to 2010 and financial data from 1999 to 2010, 2 firms are
excluded which went bankrupt before 2010, 14 firms are excluded which are listed
after 2000. Finally, the dataset includes 93 Real estate firms.

3.13.13.13.1 DefinitionDefinitionDefinitionDefinition ofofofof toptoptoptop managementmanagementmanagementmanagement turnover.turnover.turnover.turnover.

According to Warner (1988), for listed firms, top management often consists of two
individuals, chairman and president, and one of these individuals holds the title CEO.
Top management are defined as the set of individuals holding the titles CEO,
president, or chairman of the board. Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Weisbach
(1988) use CEO as top management while Kaplan (1994a) defines Japanese top
management as president.

In China, the title CEO is not frequently used. Gong (2001), Zhao (2001) and Zhu
(2002) define top management as chairman of the board and president. In this paper,
top management is also defined as chairman of the board and president, people who
has the over all responsibility of the firm’s business. Their turnover will be researched
individually.

I collect turnover of top management data from 2001 to 2010, get the sample of 930
firm-years for either turnover of chairman or president. Then 217 turnover of
chairman and 297 turnover of president are indentified within this period. Figure 1
decribes the number of top management turnover by year.

From Figure 1, we can see that the overall trend of chairman turnover and president
turnover are the same. In 2002, we experience the most turnover which are 34 and 40
for each, while fewer occurred in 2010 which are 9 for chairman and 18 for president.
The number of turnover has decreased by time.

Table 1 gives the age of top management when turnover occurs. The age distribution
follows normal distribution5. Most turnovers happened from 46 to 50 for chairman
and from 41 to 45 for president.

3 CSMAR: China Stock Market Accounting Research.
4 Real estate firms are identified by《Guidelines on the Industry classification of listed companies》which is
published by China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) in 2001.
5 I use stata to check the normal distribution. Skewness of chairman age is 0.197, and 0.370 for president. Kurtosis
of chairman age is 2.772, and 2.697 for president.
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Figure 1
Number of top management turnover by year; sample: 93 Real estate firms between 2001
and 2010.
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Table 1
Age of turnover top management; sample: 93 Real estate firms between 2001 and 2010.

Age range Chairman Percent (%) President Percent (%)
≤35 9 4.15 17 5.72
[36,40] 30 13.82 68 21.55
[41,45] 43 19.82 77 25.93
[46,50] 53 24.42 59 19.87
[51,55] 38 17.51 38 12.79
[56,60] 26 11.98 32 10.77
[61,65] 9 4.15 5 1.68
≥66 5 2.30 1 0.34
N/A 4 1.84 4 1.35
Total 217 100.00 297 100.00

Table 2 presents tenure of turnover top management. In China, the term of top
management is normally 3 years for one contract. From Table 2, we can conclude that
most turnovers do not happen at the end of the term. 53.92% of chairman turnover
and 67.67% of president turnover happened within 3 years.
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Table 2
Tenure of turnover top management; sample: 93 Real estate firms between 2001 and 2010.

Tenure Chairman of
board

Percent (%) President Percent (%)

≤1 55 25.35 94 31.65
(1,2] 40 18.43 75 25.25
(2,3) 22 10.14 32 10.77
=3 24 11.06 21 7.07
(3,6) 54 24.88 55 18.52
=6 1 0.47 5 1.68
>6 21 9.68 15 5.05
Total 217 100.00 297 100.00

3.23.23.23.2 MeasureMeasureMeasureMeasure ofofofof firmfirmfirmfirm performanceperformanceperformanceperformance

Two kinds of measures are used in prior studies, stock measure and financial measure.
Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Warner (1988) use stock price as measure of
performance and find top management turnover is significantly related to stock
measure.

Some authors note that it is not clear whether stock performance is more informative
about firm performance, because stock price reflect changes in a discount rate while
financial measure does not. As a result, financial measure, such as earning changes,
sales growth, and income, may be better measures. Empirical studies are carried out
by Weisbach (1988) and Kaplan (1994), but there is no conclusion about which one is
better.

In China, financial measures are more widely used. Zhao (2001) uses Return On
Assets (ROA) as firm performance measure while Zhu (2002) uses Market-adjusted
ROA. Gong (2001) uses Market-adjdusted ROA, Income measure, and Stock
abnormal returns, and finds that the top management turnover is significantly related
to Market-adjusted ROA and Income measure while not significantly related to Stock
abnormal returns.

In this paper, I choose two measurement of firm performance. The first is the same as
prior study, Return of Assets (ROA). ROA is the index measures how much profit a
unite asset can produce.

ROA = Net profit / Total assets

The second measure is a stock measure. Since Gong (2001) find there is no significant
relation between stock abnormal returns and top management turnover. I choose
Earning per Share (EPS), which is an important index to measure stock value.
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EPS = Net profit/ Total number of shares

Warner (1988) indicates that any response to poor performance is not immediate and
can take up to two years. As a result, I collect financial data from CSMAR China
Stock Market Financial Statements Database from 1999 to 2009. For each 930
firm-year sample, I calculate their ROA and EPS in the previous two years, then
calculate their simple average value as the final firm performance measurement.

3.33.33.33.3ControlControlControlControl variablesvariablesvariablesvariables

This paper concludes control variables previous literature used in Appendix B. Most
studies use control variables are CEO age, CEO tenure, firm size, composition of the
board, industry, shareholdings of the CEO, time period dummy variable, capital
structure, outsider director and so on. Since this paper examines Chinese real estate
industry, industry variable could be eliminated from control variable. The control
variables we use in this paper are presented below.

FirmFirmFirmFirm sizesizesizesize
Warner (1988) and Weisbach (1988) both find there are strong relation between firm
size and top management turnover, and use firm size as control variable. For 930
firm-year sample, this paper collect total asset of the firm at the end of each year as a
measure of firm size. Then I divided them to three groups: large firms with total
assets more than 1*1010 yuan, medium firms with total assets between 1*109 and 1*1010

yuan and small firms with total assets less than 1*109 yuan. To calculate top
management turnover for each group, strong relations are found between firm size
and management turnover. Details about the data is attached in Appendix C.

CapitalCapitalCapitalCapital structurestructurestructurestructure
Defining by investment subject, capital structure of one firm can be divided to state
shares or legal shares. State shares are shares get by invest from departments or
institutions which can represent state in the form of investing state-owned asset. Legal
shares are shares which invest by company legal. Zhao（ 2001） find that capital
structure has a complex effect on management turnover. When controlling for
shareholders are state shares, firm performance are negative related to share
proportion which lead to high top management turnover possibility. When control
shareholders are legal shares, they have incentives to monitor top management and
lead to high top management turnover possibility. So the relation between capital
structure and top management turnover are no obvious. Fung and Rui (2006) indicate
turnover-performance sensitivity is higher if legal entities are major shareholders.

This paper collects capital structure information of our sample, and use as control
variable. In regression, it is a dummy variable get a value of 1 when control
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shareholders are state shares one year before sample year, and a value of 0 otherwise.

TurnoverTurnoverTurnoverTurnover ofofofof firstfirstfirstfirst shareholdershareholdershareholdershareholder
One character of Chinese list firms is that shareholding proportion of the controlling
shareholder is very high. It is also the case in real estate industry. Zhu (2002) indicate
that the average shareholding proportion is 56.6% for listed companies between 1995
and 1998. First shareholder has the incentive to monitor firm function. This control
power is applied by appoint or recall top management of this company. As a result,
there should be relation between turnover of first shareholder and top management.

In this sense, this paper adds turnover of first shareholder as a control variable and
collects data. Turnover of top management do not happened immediately after
turnover of first shareholder. Some transit time is needed. For each 930 firm-year
sample, I check if there is turnover of first shareholder in preceding year. A dummy
variable is created. It equals one when turnover is occurring and zero otherwise.

ShareholdingShareholdingShareholdingShareholding proportionproportionproportionproportion ofofofof controllingcontrollingcontrollingcontrolling shareholdershareholdershareholdershareholder
Xie and Zeng (2010) find a U-shaped relation exists between the shareholding of a
firm’s largest shareholder and the probability of top management turnover. That is to
say, lower proportion of shareholding leads to negative effect on the change of a
firm’s top managing turnover while higher proportion of shares held by the largest
shareholder leads to positive effect on the change of a firm’s top managing turnover.
This paper adds it as control variable, and gets a number between 0 and 100 as share
proportion of controlling shareholder.

ChairmanChairmanChairmanChairman andandandand presidentpresidentpresidentpresident totototo bebebebe oneoneoneone personpersonpersonperson
Goyal and Park (2002) indicate the sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm performance is
significantly lower when the CEO and chairman duties are vested in the same
individual. Chairman and president have different responsibilities. Chairman’s
appointment and dismissal are decided by shareholders meeting. President’s
appointment and dismissal are decided by board of directors. In Chinese real estate
industry, lots of listed company just have one person hold both the title of chairman
and president. What is the effect of top management turnover? To control for this
situation, this paper has a dummy variable get the value of one when chairman and
president are one person and zero otherwise.

ProportionProportionProportionProportion ofofofof independentindependentindependentindependent directodirectodirectodirector
The Independent Director System originates from USA, Independent director is a
director who does not have other position in a firm, and do not have relation with
shareholders which interfere their decision make in the board. This system introduced
in China in recent years. From 2001, China Securities Regulatory Commission(CSRC)
issue《Guideline to build independent director system in China Listed Firms》 . It
formulates that there must be 1/3 independent directors in the board of listed firms.
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How does the existence of independent director function in top management turnover
decision? Independent director is thought to have more supervise power, because they
do not have relationship with top management or shareholder, and can make decision
in a more justice way. It is a good way to solve insider control problem. Thus, we
hypothesis that increase of proportion of independent directors will increase the
supervise power in listed firms; will caused the increase probability of top
management turnover.

Gong (2001) finds no relationship between independent director proportion and top
management turnover. It is explained by the fact that this system was just introduced
in China and do not function well. While Jin and Liu (2003) find positive relation
between these two. This paper adds proportion of independent director as control
variable. It is a value between 0 and 100 which indicates percent of independent
director in a board

SupervisorySupervisorySupervisorySupervisory boardboardboardboard scalescalescalescale
Supervisory board is a standing body of listed firms. The organization supervises
firm’s business activities and accounting issues. Supervisory board has the authority
to check firm’s accounting; monitor activity of chairman and president; recall
chairman and president and so on. If supervisory board function well, the possibility
of top management turnover is increased when firm performance is poor. Supervisory
board scale is first used as control variable since it appears recently as governance
mechanism. In china, the number of supervisory board is from 3 to 9. I suppose that
when the number of supervisors is increased, supervisory board function better. The
hypothesis is that supervisory board with larger scale will have more number of top
management turnovers. Supervisory board scale is added as control variable use as
number of supervisors in supervisory board.

TimeTimeTimeTime periodperiodperiodperiod dummydummydummydummy variablevariablevariablevariable
This paper collect data from 2001 to 2010 and use 2010 as control year. Nine time
dummy variables are added in the regression to eliminate differences among time
such as different competition, governance regulation, managerial labour market and
business cycle effects.

All dependent variables, independent variables and control variables are presented in
Table 3.6

Table 3
Description of variables

Name Description
Dependent
variable

TOC Turnover of chairman, TOC=1 when chairman is changed in
this year and TOC=0 when chairman is not changed in this year

6 Age and tenure do not use as control variables since I do not have age and tenure data of all top managements. It
is a limitation of my regression. Further study can include these entire variables as control variables.
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TOP Turnover of president, TOP=1 when president is changed in
this year and TOP=0 when president is not changed in this year

FTOC Forced turnover of chairman, FTOC=1 when chairman is
changed in this year and FTOC=0 when chairman is not
changed in this year

FTOP Forced turnover of president, FTOP=1 when president is
changed in this year and FTOP=0 when president is not
changed in this year

Independent
variable

ROA Measure of firm performance, return on assets value in sample
year

ROALAG1 Return on assets one year before sample year
ROALAG2 Return on assets two years before sample year
ROAMEAN Average return on assets of the two years before sample year

EPS Measure of firm performance, earn per shares value in sample
year

EPSLGA1 Earn per shares value one year before sample year

EPSLGA2 Earn per shares value two years before sample year

EPSMEAN Average earn per shares of the two years before sample year
Control
variable

Ti Time period dummy variable, we use 2010 as control year
Ti=1 when is 200i. and Ti=0 otherwise.( i=1~9)

SIZE Firm size index. Using total asset as index of firm size.
TOFS A dummy variable, turnover of first shareholder; TOFS=1

when first shareholder is changed one year before sample year,
TOFS=0 when first shareholder is not changed one year before
sample year.

SP Shareholding proportion of first shareholder
CS Capital structure index, a dummy variable, information is

collect one year before sample year. CS1=1 means control
shareholders are state shares one year before sample year,
otherwise CS=0.

OP A dummy variable, OP=1 when chairman and president are one
person, OP=0 when chairman and president are different
person

POID Proportion of independent director; a value between 0 and 100
which indicates percent of independent director in a board

SBS Supervisory board scale, number of supervisors in supervisory
board
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4444 EmpiricalEmpiricalEmpiricalEmpirical studystudystudystudy ofofofof toptoptoptop managementmanagementmanagementmanagement turnoverturnoverturnoverturnover

4.14.14.14.1AnnouncedAnnouncedAnnouncedAnnounced reasonsreasonsreasonsreasons

Table 4 summaries the reason of top management turnover given by CSMAR China
Listed Firm’s Corporate Governance Research Database. These reasons are given by
regular and temporary announcement of Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
From table 4, for both chairman and president, occupation mobility、expiration of the
term and quit are the three main reasons for top management turnover. These three
reasons take up of 82.49% of chairman turnover and 79.80% of president turnover.
Only 0.92% of chairman and 4.04% of president turnover are announced as forced
demission. From prior studies, we know some parts of top management are forced to
resignation because of poor firm performance. Most of them are not announced by
listed firm. To find the real reason, we need to use financial data and governance data
of these firms. And this is no option that the result of turnover is poor firm
performance.

Table 4
The reason of top management turnover given by CSMAR; sample: 93 Real estate firms between
2001 and 2010.
Reason Turnover of

Chairman
Percent (%) Turnover of

president
Percent (%)

Occupation Mobility 72 33.18 114 38.38
Retirement 5 2.30 1 0.34
Expiration of the term 57 26.27 46 15.49
Change of shareholding 3 1.38 3 1.01
Quit 50 23.04 77 25.93
Forced demission 2 0.92 12 4.04
Health reason 1 0.46 4 1.35
Personal reason 5 2.30 10 3.37
Governance structure reason 2 0.92 6 2.02
Scandal 1 0.46 0 0.00
Termination of agency 1 0.46 3 1.01
Others or no reason given 18 8.29 21 7.07
Total 217 100.00 297 100.00

4.24.24.24.2 ForcedForcedForcedForced departuredeparturedeparturedeparture andandandand VoluntaryVoluntaryVoluntaryVoluntary departuredeparturedeparturedeparture

To study the relation between firm performance and top management more deeply,
this paper divided top management turnover to forced departure and voluntary
departure. From Table 5, this paper defines voluntary departure which has the given
reasons: retirement, health reason, and personal reason. Top management turnovers of
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these reasons are probably not caused by poor performance. Other turnover is defined
as forced departure which could be caused by poor firm performance, and these top
management turnovers will be examined more deeply.

Table 5
Forced departure and Voluntary departure; sample: 93 Real estate firms between 2001 and 2010

Chairman of board President Total
Forced departure 206 282 488
Voluntary departure 11 15 26

4.34.34.34.3 FirmFirmFirmFirm performanceperformanceperformanceperformance andandandand toptoptoptop managementmanagementmanagementmanagement turnoverturnoverturnoverturnover

Before the regression analysis, this paper gives a first comparison between firm
performance and top management turnover. For 930 firm-years sample, I calculate
ROA and EPS values for measure of firm performance. To find the relation between
firm performance and top management turnover, first, I divided the sample to two
groups, one group which turnover is happen and the other which turnover is not
occurring. Then I will calculate the average value of ROA and EPS. To find if there is
any difference between these two groups. If the governance mechanism functions well,
the turnover group will have lower mean-ROA and mean-EPS than the other one. The
results are given below.

Table 6 shows that, when the index is EPS, for both chairman and president, we get
the expected result. For chairman, the turnover group has a mean-EPS of -0.026. The
other group has a mean-EPS of 0.125 which is much larger than the previous one. For
president, we get the same result. Using Stata to have a t-test for turnover sample and
not occurring gourp, when using EPS, Pr (|T| > |t|) = 0.0000 for chairman and Pr (|T| >
|t|) = 0.0001 for president. It indicates that difference in the means from the two
groups is statistically significant.

Table 6
Turnover-performance relation; sample: 93 Real estate firms between 2001 and 2010.

OBS ROA(Mean) EPS(Mean)
Chairman Turnover 202 0.006 -0.026

Not occurring 728 0.007 0.125
President Turnover 271 0.015 0.029

Not occurring 659 0.004 0.118
1. In the process of calculating average value of ROA, there are two extreme values (-1055 and - 1073) which are

excluded from sample.

2. Total number of chainman turnover is 202 instead of 217 in the previous study, because in same case there are

more than on turnover within one year, this paper indentify as one turnover in the panel database. Total number of

president is the same case.
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When the index is ROA, for chairman, the turnover group has a mean-ROA of 0.006.
The other group has a mean-ROA of 0.007. For t-test, Pr (|T| > |t|) = 0.9602 which is
lager than 0.05. It means the difference in the means from the two groups is not
significant. For president, we get the opposite result; mean-ROA value of turnover
group is larger than mean-ROA of not occurring group. The result may be caused by
two aspects. First, ROA is not a good measure of firm performance. Second, this
preliminary analysis does not consider additional factors that determine top
management turnover and lags. Advanced study is needed.
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5.5.5.5. RegressionRegressionRegressionRegression analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis

5.15.15.15.1 ModelModelModelModel
According to Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000), the logistic regression model has
become, in many fields, the standard method of analysis in this situation that the
outcome variable is discrete, taking on two or more possible values. Logit regression
has a formula below.

0 1 1, 2 2, ,log ( ) ln( ) ...
1

i
i i i k k i

i

p
it p X X X

p
β β β β= = + + + +

−

Logistic regression (sometimes called the logistic model or logit model) is used for
prediction of the probability of occurrence of an event. It is widely used in social

science. In this function, ip is the possibility of something is happen, and 1 ip− is

the possibility of something is not happen.

This paper wants to study the impact factors of top management turnover. Dependent
variable is the probability of top management turnover. In this sense, logit model is
the right one for this study. Dependent variable is top management turnover.
Independent variable is firm performance, and we control for seven factor such as
firm size, turnover of first shareholder, shareholding proportion of first shareholder
and so on. The following formula is given. FP denotes firm performance. X is a vector
of control variable.

Pr (chairman or president turnover) = 0 1 2FP Xβ β β ε+ + +

5.25.25.25.2 CorrelationCorrelationCorrelationCorrelation

In this section, this paper use statistical analysis to find which kind of factors will
affect top management turnover. To find how much these factors affect top
management turnover and in which way, regression analysis is needed. If there is
problem with multicollinearity, these will cause bias of regression results. Before
regression, this paper will have a correlation analysis for all control variables.

The result is present in Appendix D and Appendix E. According to Spearman (1907)
values close to 0 suggest no correlation; 0.4 to 0.6 is “weak correlation” ; 0.7 and
higher suggests “ strong correlation” . From the table, two extreme values are
observed--- -0.6230 for the relation between proportion of independent director and
time period dummy variable 1; -0.5021 for the relation between proportion of
independent director and time period dummy variable 2 which suggests weak
correlation. All other coefficients are less than 0.3. This indicates that we do not
expect any serious problems with multicollinearity.
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5.35.35.35.3 ResultsResultsResultsResults
5.3.15.3.15.3.15.3.1 ImpactImpactImpactImpact factorsfactorsfactorsfactors ofofofof toptoptoptop management:management:management:management:

To examining results we get from last section, a logit model is formulated below. Firm
performance index chosen here is ROAMEAN and EPSMEAN. That is to say, the
average of the two years’ return of assets (earn per share) before sample year. To
examine turnover of chairman and president dividedly, four regressions are calculated
by stata, then marginal effects after logit are calculate. Since marginal effects,
Anderson and Newell(2003) conclude which is the change in predicted probability
associated with changes in the explanatory variable, give more information than
regression coefficient. This paper reports marginal effects in the table below.

Pr (TOC) =
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 1( 1)

1 2
( 1~ 9)i i

FP SIZE TOFS SP CS CS
OP POID SBS T i

β β β β β β β
β β β β ε−

+ + + + + + +

+ + + = +

Pr (TOP) =
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 1( 1)

1 2
( 1~ 9)i i

FP SIZE TOFS SP CS CS
OP POID SBS T i

β β β β β β β
β β β β δ−

+ + + + + + +

+ + + = +

Table 7
Marginal effects of top management turnover

Expect sign Turnover of chairman Turnover of president
Number of obs 930 930 930 930
Pr(TOC/TOP)
(predict)

.178 .179 .272 .272

ROAMEAN - -.000
(.000)

-.000
(.000)

EPSMEAN - -.023
(.026)

-.012
(.032)

SIZE - -.022
(.007***)

-.021
(.007***)

-.018
(.010*)

-.018
(.010*)

TOFS* + .097
(.048**)

.093
(.047**)

.105
(.053**)

.104
(.054*)

SP + .001
(.075)

.003
(.076)

.112
(.098)

.111
(.098)

CS* ? .011
(.027)

.014
(.027)

-.032
(.033)

-.030
(.033)

OP* ? .011
(.033)

.011
(.033)

.022
(.039)

.022
(.039)

POID - -.677
(.198***)

-.664
(.201***)

-.360
(.219)

-.350
(.222)

SBS ? -.000
(.011)

-.000
(.011)

-.004
(.014)

-.003
(.014)

Pseudo R2 0.074 0.075 0.038 0.038
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PS: *p<10% **p<5% ***p<1%
1. Time period dummy variables are not reported in this table

2. (* for variable name) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1

The first regression uses turnover of chairman as dependent variable, ROAMEAN as
firm performance and other control variables. For ROAMEAN, negative marginal
effect is got just like expected, but the relation is not significant. For the control
variables, firm size and proportion of independent director both have a negative
significant relation with turnover of chairman, and significant at the level of 0.01.
Turnover of first shareholder has a positive relation, and it is significant at the level of
0.05. Other control variables do not have significant relations. The second regression
also uses turnover of chairman as dependent variable, but EPSMEAN as firm
performance. Similar results are received. Chairman turnover has negative relation
with firm performance, but the relation is not statistically significant. It has significant
negative relation with firm size and proportion of independent director, and
significant positive relation with turnover of first shareholder. It does not have
significant relation with other control variables. For these two regressions, proportion
of independent director has the largest marginal effects.

The third and fourth regressions use turnover of president as dependent variable. The
third one uses ROAMEAN as firm performance. The fourth one uses EPSMEAN as
firm performance. Both firm performance has expected negative coefficients, but they
are not statistically significant. President turnover has a significant negative relation
with firm size, and significant positive relation with turnover of first shareholder. It
doesn't have statistically significant relation with other variable.

From above, we conclude that:
I. In Chinese real estate industry, the most significant affecting variable for top

management turnover is firm size. Possibility of top management turnover is
small for large firms, and big for small firms.

II. Firm performance does not always have significant relation with top management
turnover as we expect. Further study is needed.

III. Chairman turnover is affected by firm size, turnover of first shareholder and
proportion of independent director.

IV. President turnover is affect by firm size and turnover of first shareholder.

5.3.25.3.25.3.25.3.2 ForcedForcedForcedForced departuredeparturedeparturedeparture
In previous section, this paper finds that firm performance does not has a significant
relation with the top management turnover. We studies if the results change if we
focus on forced departure. The measure of top management turnover used in lthe
previos section is the total top management turnover. In 4.2, we divided top
management turnover to forced departure and voluntary departure. Forced departure
has the more possibility be caused by poor firm performance. We will examine this
relation, and the formula we used is below. The measures of firm performance are
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ROAMEAN and EPSMEAN.

Table 8
Marginal effects of forced departure

Expect sign Turnover of chairman Turnover of president
Number of obs 930 930 930 930
Pr(FTOC/FTOP)
(predict)

.169 .170 .256 .257

ROAMEAN - -.000
(.000)

-.000
(.000)

EPSMEAN - -.026
(.026)

-.022
(.033)

SIZE - -.021
(.007***)

-.019
(.007***)

-.017
(.010*)

-.016
(.010)

TOFS* + .096
(.046**)

.091
(.046**)

.089
(.051*)

.085
(.051*)

SP + -.004
(.073)

-.001
(.074)

.095
(.095)

.097
(.094)

CS* ? .009
(.026)

.012
(.027)

-.005
(.032)

-.003
(.032)

OP* ? .010
(.032)

.009
(.032)

-.002
(.039)

-.003
(.040)

POID - -.641
(.193***)

-.626
(.196***)

-.367
(.215*)

-.352
(.218)

SBS ? -.005
(.011)

-.004
(.011)

.002
(.013)

.002
(.013)

Pseudo R2 0.073 0.074 0.037 0.037
PS: *p<10% **p<5% ***p<1%
3. Time period dummy variables are not reported in this table

4. (* for variable name) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1

From Table 8, forced departure of top management still does not significantly related
to firm performance variable. Forced departure of chairman is significantly negative
related to firm size and proportion of independent director, and positive related to
turnover of first shareholder. Using ROAMEAN as firm performance index, forced
departure of president has significant negative relation with firm size and proportion
of independent director, and positive relation with turnover of first shareholder. Using
EPSMEAN as firm performance index, only turnover of first shareholder significantly
affect president forced departure.

5.3.35.3.35.3.35.3.3 RobustnessRobustnessRobustnessRobustness testtesttesttest forforforfor turnoverturnoverturnoverturnover ofofofof chairmanchairmanchairmanchairman andandandand firmfirmfirmfirm performanceperformanceperformanceperformance

From last part, top management turnover is not significantly related to the mean value
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of firm performance two years before sample year. In this part, we use time lag firm
performance index as ROA, ROALAG1, ROALOG2, EPS, EPSLAG1 and EPSLAG2.
Dependent variable is the total turnover of chairman. Nine time dummy variable and
seven other control variables are used. Six regressions are calculated individually. The
results are show in Appendices F and Appendix G.

Appendix F and Appendix G present that negative marginal effects are got for all six
regressions. Compared to my previous findings, there is a difference that only when
using EPS as firm performance, total turnover of chairman has significant negative
relation with EPS and EPSLAG1. That is to say, firm performance at the sample year
and one year before. It is significant at 0.05 level for EPS and at 0.1 level for
EPSLAG1. Other relations are the same with previous study, for control variables,
total turnover of chairman is significant negative related to firm size and proportion of
independent director, and significant positive related to turnover of first shareholder.
Proportion of independent director explains most of total chairman turnover which
has marginal effect of around -0.66.

5.3.45.3.45.3.45.3.4 RobustnessRobustnessRobustnessRobustness testtesttesttest forforforfor turnoverturnoverturnoverturnover ofofofof presidentpresidentpresidentpresident andandandand firmfirmfirmfirm performanceperformanceperformanceperformance
Now let’s consider turnover of president. Dependent variable is the total turnover of
president. Control for nine time dummy variable and other six variables. Lagged firm
performance index which are ROA, ROALAG1, ROALAG2, EPS, EPSLAG1 and
EPSLAG2 are used. Marginal effects are present in Appendices H and Appendices I.

From Appendix H and Appendix I, we get similar results with previous study. No
statistically significant relations are found between total turnover of president and
firm performance. No matter using financial performance index or stock performance
index, using firm performance index at the sample year and two years before sample
year, total president turnover is significant negative related to firm size and proportion
of independent director, and positive related to turnover of first shareholder. Using
firm performance index one year before sample year, total president turnover is
significant negative related to firm size, and positive related to turnover of first
shareholder. Other variables do not have significant relations with total president
turnover.
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6666 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

This paper examines if poor performance increase the possibility of top management
turnover in Chinese real estate industry. 93 listed real estate firms with financial data
between 1999 and 2010 are collected from CSMAR China listed firm’s corporate
governance research database and china stock market financial statements database.
For all regressions, we get the expect negative coefficient, but it is only significant
between total chairman turnover and stock index of performance at the sample year
and one year before sample year.

Based on previous empirical findings, this paper controls for time dummy variables
and six other variables which are firm size, turnover of first shareholder, shareholding
proportion of first shareholder, capital structure, one person for chairman and
president, and proportion of independent director. Supervisory board scale is first used
as control variable since it appears recently as governance mechanism. Supervisory
board scale does not have significant relation to top management turnover.
Discoveries include that first: firm size has a significant negative relation with top
management. Small firms trend to have more top management turnover while big
firms trend to have few top management turnovers. The sign of coefficient is
consistent with previous paper like Zhu (2004), but this paper get statistically
significant result while the coefficient is not significant in Zhu (2004).

Second, turnover of first shareholder has a statistically significantly positive affect top
management turnover in Chinese real estate industry. When first shareholder is
changed, the possibility of chairman turnover and president turnover is increased.
This variable has not been control variable in previous literature.

Third, the proportion of independent directors has significant negative relation with
top management turnover in Chinese real estate industry which is not consistent with
previous studies. Possibility of top management turnover is increased with low
proportion of independent director. Gong (2001) finds no relation between proportion
of independent director and top management turnover. Jin and Liu (2003) indicate
high proportion of independent director will increase possibility of top management
turnover. Fourth, proportion of independent director explain majority of top
management turnover in Chinese real estate industry.

A limitation of my study is I do not include top management age and tenure as control
variable which are used in previous literatures. The reason is that I do not have age
and tenure data of all top managers. Future research can add these variables as control
variable. On the other hand, the results of regression have a quite low explanatory
power since the R2 is less than 0.1. Hence, the model could be improved to receive better
results.
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendixAAAA

Author Country Time period for

data

Summary of findings

Coughlan and Schmidt
(1985)

USA 1977-1980 Management compensation and

termination decisions are related to

the firm’s stock price performance

Warner(1988) USA 1963-1978 An inverse relation between the

probability of a management change

and a firm’s share performance.

Weisbach(1988) USA 1977-1980 1.Inverse relation

2.Relation are affected by the

composition of the broad..

Kaplan(1994a) Japanese 1983-1989 1. Turnover is negatively related to

stock, sales, and earnings performance

in both countries.

2. Japanese top managers are older

and have shorter tenures as top

managers than their U.S. counterparts.

Kaplan(1994b) German 1983-1989 Turnover of the management board

increases significantly with poor stock

performance and particularly poor

earnings, but is unrelated to sales

growth and earnings growth.

CoshA.,
HughesA.(1997)

UK 1989-1994 The probability of executive dismissal

was higher the lower was shareholder

welfare measure (profitability and

share returns)

http://www.scopus.com/search/submit/author.url?author=Cosh+A.&origin=resultslist&authorId=9272460700
http://www.scopus.com/search/submit/author.url?author=Hughes+A.&origin=resultslist&authorId=9272460900
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Author Firm performance Define of top
management

Control variable

Coughlan and
Schmidt (1985)

Stock price performance CEO 1 CEO age

Warner(1988) Stock price CEO, president, of
chairman of the
board.2

Firm size

Weisbach(1988) Earnings changes
Stock returns

CEO Composition of the broad

CEO age,

Firm size,

Industry

Shareholdings of the CEO

Kaplan(1994a) Sales growth

Stock returns

Income measures

President for

Japanese;

CEO for U.S.

Top executive age and

tenure; time period

dummy variable

Kaplan(1994b) Sales growth

Stock returns

Income measures

Chairman of

management board

and supervisory board

Top executive age and

tenure; time period

dummy variable

Gong Yuchi
(2001)

Market-ajusted ROA

Income measure

Stock abnormal return

President and

Chairman

Age

Tenure

Ownership structure

Outsider director

Zhao Shan(2001) ROA President and

Chairman

N.A.

Zhu Hongjun
(2002)

Market-adjusted ROA President and

Chairman

Company size

Debt

Age

1:CEO identified by Forbes magazine
2: For listed firms, top management often consists of two individuals, chairman and president, and
one of these individuals holds the title CEO.
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix CCCC

Firm size and top management turnover; sample: 93 Real estate firms between 2001
and 2010

Total assets OBS Chairman President
Turnover Not

occurring
Turnover Not

occurring
≥1*1010 49

100.00%
2
4.08%

47
95.92%

5
10.20%

44
89.80%

1*109~1*1010 533
100.00%

91
16.92%

442
83.08%

136
25.38%

397
74.62%

≤1*109 348
100.00%

109
31.32%

239
68.68%

130
37.36%

218
62.64%

Total 930 202 728 271 659

Chi-square test of the relation between firm size and top management turnover
Pearson chi2(2) Pr

Total assets and chairman
turnover

34.6049 0.000

Total assets and president
turnover

23.2767 0.000
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix FFFF

Variable Expect
sign

1 2 3

Number of obs 930 930 930
Pr(TOC)(predict) .183 .177 .179
ROA - -.002

(.005)
ROALAG1 - .000

(.001)
ROALAG2 - -.000

(.001)
SIZE - -.023

(.006***)
-.023
(.006***)

-.022
(.006***)

TOFS* + .104
(.049**)

.102
(.048**)

.101
(.048**)

SP + .005
(.081)

-.004
(.079)

.006
(.079)

CS* ? .011
(.028)

.014
(.027)

.008
(.027)

OP* ? .008
(.035)

.007
(.034)

.008
(.034)

POID - -.685
(.188***)

-.673
(.181***)

-.697
(.183***)

SBS ? -.002
(.012)

-.001
(.011)

-.000
(.011)

Pseudo R2 0.076 0.075 0.078

PS: *p<10% **p<5% ***p<1%
1. Time period dummy variables are not reported in this table

2. (* for variable name) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
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Variable Expect
sign

1 2 3

Number of obs 930 930 930
Pr(TOC)(predict) .178 .180 .178
EPS - -.046

(.022**)
EPSLAG1 - -.047

(.025*)
EPSLAG2 - .005

(.018)
SIZE - -.021

(.006***)
-.020
(.006***)

-.023
(.006***)

TOFS + .111
(.049**)

.093
(.047**)

.101
(.048**)

SP + .012
(.079)

.009
(.080)

-.003
(.079)

CS ? .014
(.028)

.013
(.028)

.013
(.027)

OP ? .009
(.034)

.011
(.034)

.009
(.034)

POID - -.665
(.182***)

-.652
(.186***)

-.671
(.181***)

SBS ? -.001
(.011)

-.000
(.011)

-.000
(.011)

Pseudo R2 0.080 0.078 0.074
PS: *p<10% **p<5% ***p<1%
1. Time period dummy variables are not reported in this table

2. (* for variable name) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
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Variable Expect
sign

1 2 3

Number of obs 930 930 930
Pr(TOP)(predict) .272 .304 .268
ROA - -.000

(.001)
ROALAG1 - -.014

(.016)
ROALAG2 - .002

(.008)
SIZE - -.018

(.006***)
-.019
(.006***)

-.018
(.006***)

TOFS* + .109
(.053**)

.108
(.056*)

.106
(.053**)

SP + .116
(.095)

.123
(.101)

.106
(.094)

CS* ? -.033
(.033)

-.036
(.035)

-.029
(.033)

OP* ? .020
(.040)

.027
(.043)

.021
(.040)

POID - -.353
(.210*)

-.369
(.225)

-.350
(.208*)

SBS ? -.005
(.0139)

-.004
(.015)

-.004
(.014)

Pseudo R2 0.039 0.041 0.038

PS: *p<10% **p<5% ***p<1%
1. Time period dummy variables are not reported in this table

2. (* for variable name) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
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Variable Expect
sign

1 2 3

Number of obs 930 930 930
Pr(TOP)(predict) .272 .273 .272
EPS - -.014

(.021)
EPSLAG1 - -.034

(.027)
EPSLAG2 - .012

(.023)
SIZE - -.018

(.006***)
-.017
(.006***)

-.019
(.006***)

TOFS + .110
(.054**)

.104
(.053*)

.112
(.054**)

SP + .113
(.095)

.118
(.095)

.106
(.094)

CS ? -.029
(.033)

-.030
(.033)

-.030
(.033)

OP ? .021
(.040)

.022
(.040)

.021
(.040)

POID - -.353
(.210*)

-.323
(.213)

-.352
(.210*)

SBS ? -.004
(.014)

-.003
(.013)

-.004
(.013)

Pseudo R2 0.038 0.039 0.038

PS: *p<10% **p<5% ***p<1%
1. Time period dummy variables are not reported in this table

2. (* for variable name) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
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